Azure AD B2C Assessment
Business challenge
Azure® Active Directory® (AD) B2C helps businesses manage customer,
consumer and citizen access to B2C applications with scalability and
availability. But many businesses with consumer-facing applications are
unfamiliar with Azure AD B2C and how to make the most of it.

Duration
2 weeks

Benefits
• Create a plan for budgeting

How we help
This engagement helps lay the foundation and planning around Azure AD
B2C migration, guiding you through preparing for and understanding the
full scope of Azure AD B2C as an identity solution. Our team will give you
the assets you need to plan, budget and coordinate with third parties for
integration and federation.

How to prepare
To ensure you receive the greatest value from this evaluation, you’ll need:
• A consumer-facing mobile and/or web application
• Access to architects and engineers that understand the solution and
its architecture
• Understanding of the desired user experience from a consumer
identity standpoint
• Willingness to explore cloud-based identity solutions

and coordination for a
cloud-based identity solution.
• Gain access to expertise
in solving consumer identity
solutions challenges.
• Receive architectural
evaluation as it relates
to identity providers and
authentication.
• Develop a roadmap for
removing password storage
from the application suite.

Related workshops
Cloud Enablement Assessment
Azure Spring Cloud Assessment
Azure Spring Cloud Fast Start
.Net Assessment

Get started
To learn about pricing and
how to get started, contact
alliances@insight.com.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization
run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your
business and create meaningful experiences.
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